Dear Sirs,

I am aghast that the College of Physicians/Surgeons are willing to resort to killing, murdering of an innocent fetus, which is alive & growing, developing within the woman's body.

This is a crime! Drs. are forced to be criminals??

It is also frightening to notice they must also provide contraceptives. This is wrong! That is not their job!

Drs. were designated to heal, cure, save lives, not destroy life.

It is reprehensible to obligate, mandate to force Drs. to kill, murder a living, growing fetus or to be an accomplice to recommend to another Dr. to perform to perform the killing (abortion) of the live fetus. It is also unconscionable to force providing contraceptives.

I believe that Doctors have the moral right to listen to their conscience & religious faith beliefs to refuse performing the killing, murder, the abortion of this living being, as well as to refuse to be an accomplice to such unmerciful killings.

It is also their moral, religious faith belief to refuse to provide contraceptives.

Think of the moral, mental anguish this acts upon a Doctor involved, one way or
are the issues.
- It can leave deep scars, quite within themselves psychologically.
- This college body has a duty, obligation to protect their objects, doctors from any type of liability.
- These living human fetuses are very vulnerable to becoming extinct.
- These developing fetuses, when becoming a new born baby are valuable persons to our society, to flourish, be an important cog in life. We know how these newborns will be a wonderful source, contributions to Canada, our technology, work for people as professionals, tradespersons, working class to sustain life.
- It is not the doctor's mandate, nor duty for someone to become pregnant. The onus is on the female perpetrator, their responsibility to bring life into the world.
- Even convicted criminals of reprehensible crimes toward humanity, sentenced to death, are given reprieve.
- Various outside groups are against the death penalty to any human being, adult.
- They are the unborn humans (who are alive, growing) be any different.
- Hangings, electric chairs, lethal injections are frowned upon, abhorrent upon society.
- The college doctors, physicians, surgeons are wanting to make such objecting doctors' refusal to provide abortions (killings)
contraceptives personally or to recommend such to another Dr., to become criminals re these criminal activities.

These objectors need to be kept on us. Doctors for the humane good they do.

It is not right, immoral to tell them to leave the profession, due to their refusal. It is a disgrace to tell them to get out of medicine.

Concerned citizen

Note:

- We are not God, to make such decisions!
- Only God has the right to life - dying!
- We must not, need not play God!